ABSTRACT The existing social recommendation models mostly utilize various explicit user-generated information. Although there exist a few studies adopting the implicit relationship between users for social recommendation, however, these studies do not consider the deeper social relationship, nor simultaneously take into account two or more deeper relationships between users from different angles. To this end, we propose a new deeper membership and friendship awareness for social recommendation. Specifically, we first calculate the deeper membership similarity between users utilizing the improved Jaccard similarity coefficient and the deeper friendship similarity between users using the proposed two-hop random walk algorithm. Second, the deeper membership similarity and the deeper friendship similarity are combined in a unified way to form a comprehensive deeper social relation similarity. Third, we adopt the matrix factorization method incorporating the deeper membership and the deeper friendship between users as a regularization term for social recommendation, and the corresponding comprehensive deeper social relationship similarity is regarded as the regularization parameter. Experiments on two real-world datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed recommendation model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the rapid development of on-line social media (e.g., Epinions, Foursquare and Facebook), on-line social networks have been increasingly popular and already brought a lot of convenience to our daily life [1] . In these social networks, in order to alleviate the problems of data sparsity and cold-start, social recommender systems have already come into being. Compared to the traditional recommendations, social recommendations mainly focus on the potential value of social relationships between users [2] - [5] and social relationships can provide many help for the recommendation. A lot of approaches have been proposed to build social recommender systems such as considering the explicit friendship between users [6] , the common rated items-based relationships [7] , and social regularization [8] , etc. Tang et al. [3] concluded the narrow and broad definitions of social recommendation based on many existing research work [9] - [14] . The narrow definition of social recommendation is that online social relationships refer to trust relationships, friendships, memberships or following relationships [9] - [11] , which are regarded as an additional input of the traditional recommendation. The broad definition of social recommendation is that social recommender systems can recommend any objects in social media domains such as items, tags, people and communities [12] - [14] .
Although social recommendation has been explored by many researchers, there still exist some problems that are not considered, for example, the deeper membership and friendship between users are simultaneously not mined for social recommendation. In our paper, the deeper membership implies that, when calculating the similarity between two users who have the common rated items, we not only consider their common rated items, but also focus on the rating scores of the common rated items. The deeper friendship contains FIGURE 1. Deeper membership and friendship awareness for social recommendation. The top level presents the deeper membership between users who have the common rated items with the target user Linda, which includes the users Jack, Tom and Mary who have the common rated items with Linda and their detailed user-item rating matrix. The bottom level denotes the deeper friendship between users including the explicit friendship and the implicit two-hop friendship, in which, the users Mary, Alice and Dana are the friends of Linda are defined to be the explicit friendship; there may exist the implicit friendship between Linda and the friends of the users Mary, Alice and Dana described in the form of the implicit two-hop friendship. Combining the above described deeper membership and friendship in a unified way, the potential users are recommended to the target user for social recommendation.
both the explicit link relationship and the implicit link relationship between users. The implicit friendship between users can provide a channel for getting acquainted with the users without any link relationship with users and it is very useful in some social recommendations. The rating scores of the common rated items from the two users make the membership more deeply be analyzed. We demonstrate the significance of the deeper membership and friendship with an intuitive example as shown in Fig. 1 . We suppose that users in on-line social networks have at least one friend and rate one item. Such as, Linda has three friends and rates three items. Fig. 1 shows, if we exploit the deeper membership and friendship between users for social recommendation, more potential users would be mined out for social recommendation. In the top level, the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient is adopted to compute the deeper membership between users finely considering the common rated items and the rating scores in total. In the bottom level, we utilize the two-hop random walk algorithm (TH-RW) to catch the deeper friendship between users besides the explicit relationship between users.
Inspired by the above mentioned researches and Fig. 1 , we propose a unified deeper membership and friendship awareness for social recommendation (short for DMFA-SR). In the proposed DMFA-SR model, the deeper membership similarity and the deeper friendship similarity between users are incorporated in a unified way, and the top-N users with the highest comprehensive similarities are recommended to the target user. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work simultaneously focusing on the deeper membership and friendship between users. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
We propose a deeper membership and friendship awareness for social recommendation (DMFA-SR). The DMFA-SR model is a mixed recommendation model for the friend-making behaviors of individuals in on-line social media. It not only considers the deeper membership between users, but also takes into account the deeper friendship between users.
We use the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient to calculate the deeper membership similarity between users and adopt the proposed TH-RW algorithm to compute the deeper friendship similarity between users. The deeper membership similarity and the deeper friendship similarity are combined in a unified way to form a comprehensive deeper social relation similarity. Subsequently, we adopt the matrix factorization method incorporating the comprehensive deeper social relation similarity as a regularization term for social recommendation.
We have conducted extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed DMFA-SR model. The results show that our approach significantly outperforms the three baseline models in terms of multiple evaluation metrics such as precision, recall, mean average precision (MAP) and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II surveys the related work. Section III presents preliminaries and problem statements. Section IV introduces the framework of the proposed DMFA-SR model. Section V firstly introduces how to adopt the improved Jaccard Similarity Coef-ficient to discover the deeper membership between users, then presents how to use the TH-RW algorithm to mine the deeper friendship between users. Subsequently, the proposed DMFA-SR model and the corresponding algorithm are presented in detail. Section VI reports the experimental results. Section VII concludes the paper and presents the future research work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related researches from the following two areas: similarity computing in the traditional recommendation and social recommendation, then give connection to our work.
A. SIMILARITY COMPUTING IN THE TRADITIONAL RECOMMENDATION
Since the mid-1990s, recommender systems have made great contributions to both users and business, which have gradually been an independent research area. The traditional recommendation technology mainly includes the content-based method and collaborative filtering (CF) based method [15] . The content-based recommender systems recommend items similar to the ones that the user has preferred in the past [16] . Contents in these systems is usually described with keywords and most existing content-based recommender systems focus on recommending items with textual information such as news, books and documents. When computing the user similarity or item similarity, the TF-IDF and cosine similarity are usually adopted. However, it is especially worth emphasizing that the content-based recommender systems only can understand the preference of users who rated a sufficient number of items and fail to recommend items for users with few or no ratings.
Collaborative filtering (CF) is another effective recommendation technique and have achieved great success in recommendation applications. Existing CF methods can be categorized into memory-based methods and model-based methods [17] - [23] . Memory-based methods adopt the useritem matrix to generate a prediction, which can be further divided into user-based methods and item-based methods. The core of these two memory-based methods is to calculate similarities among users or items and they often adopt Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC), Jaccard Similarity Coefficient, Cosine Similarity and Vector Space Similarity (VSS) as the similarity computation methods [7] . However, there exist some shortages in the traditional similarity computation methods. Jaccard Similarity Coefficient only considers the number of common rated items of users and it does not take into account the absolute ratings. PCC measures the similarity between users based on the common rated items and takes into account the user rating score deviation, but ignores the number of items commonly rated by the users. In order to overcome these shortages, many improved similarity measures have been introduced. Chen et al. combined PCC with Jaccard Similarity Coefficient and proposed a new kind of similarity computing method. Zhang et al. adopted the weighted PCC (WPCC) coefficient to compute user similarity, which highlights the influence of the number of the common rated items from users on user similarity. Modelbased methods utilize the rating data to train a model and then apply the trained model to make predictions [23] . Matrix factorization is one of the best popular model-based techniques [4] . They express the user and item features in low dimensional space and then make predictions based on the latent features.
B. SOCIAL RECOMMENDATION
From the description of the traditional recommender systems, it can be observed that the traditional recommender systems may not reflect the real recommendation, i.e. when we are planning for restaurants, we might turn to our friends for restaurant recommendation instead of strangers with similar tastes. Inspired by this idea, some researches have utilized social network information [24] , [25] to improve the accuracy of traditional recommendation [4] , [26] , [27] . Moreover, the rapid development of social media has greatly accelerated the development of social recommender systems.
More social recommendation methods have been proposed [6] , [8] , [28] , [29] and the corresponding experimental analyses show these methods outperform the recommender system without social information. Such as, Ma et al. proposed the social recommendation with user similarity functions [8] , which employs Vector Space Similarity (VSS) and Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) to define the similarity between users based on the items they both rated. However, there still exist the problems of friend loss and cold start. Aiming at two friends who do not buy any products in common, Yu et al. [29] proposed an Adaptive Social Similarity (ASS) function based on the matrix factorization technique for social recommendation. This method not only better calculates the similarity between users, but also reduces the problem of user cold start. However, ASS method does not consider the rating scores of items in detail. Zhang et al. [6] introduced a new global and local influence-based social recommendation model, which formulates the global and local influence as a regularization term, and incorporates them into a matrix factorization-based recommendation model. Although this method takes into account the implicit social influence, it still does not simultaneously take into account the deeper membership and friendship between users.
C. CONNECTION TO OUR WORK
In a word, although the above mentioned social recommendation methods took account into the social relations between users, they recommend the potential friends to users in a coarse way, almost excluding the deeper membership and friendship between users. In fact, the deeper membership and friendship between users can provide the valuable help for social recommendation. To this end, our research differs from the aforementioned methods in that we simultaneously take into account the deeper membership and friendship between users in real-world recommender systems. Specifically, we exploit the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient to mine the deeper membership between users, adopt the proposed TH-RW to analyze the deeper friendship between users, then combine these two deeper social relationships in a unified way as a regularization term for social recommendation through using the matrix factorization.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we first introduce several notations and definitions used in the paper and then formally define the problem of how to mine the deeper membership and friendship for social recommendation.
A. PRELIMINARIES
In social recommender systems, there exist three entities that are M users in the systems U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u M }, N items for recommendations V = {v 1 , ..., v N } and the user-item ratings matrix R, where R ij denotes the score u i votes for v j . The corresponding social network is defined as an undirected graph G = (U , E), where U is still a set of user vertices and E ⊆ U × U is a collection of edges connecting users. E denotes the explicit friendship between users. Given C is the adjacency matrix representation of G, if user a regards user b as a friend, then C ab = 1, otherwise C ab = 0. Based on the graph G and the corresponding adjacency matrix C, the adopted symbols and notions are listed in Table 1 .
To better describe the proposed DMFA-SR model, we define six core concepts as follows.
Definition 1 (Deeper Membership Between Users):
For user u i , the deeper membership implies that, when calculating the similarity between user u i and the other users who have the common rated items with user u i , we not only consider their common rated items, but also focus on the rating scores of the common rated items.
Definition 2 (Deeper Friendship Between Users):
For user u i , the deeper friendship contains both the explicit link relationship and the implicit link relationship between user u i and other users. The explicit link relationships show that there exist the direct link relationships between user u i and other users. The implicit link relationships imply that there are the indirect link relationships between user u i and other users. In this paper, we suppose that the users who have the implicit link relationship with user u i are the friends of friends of user u i .
Definition 3 (Social Recommendation in Our Research):
Our proposed social recommendation is defined to be, firstly, the deeper membership and friendship between users are computed and unified together to be comprehensive social relationships between users. Then, we adopt the matrix factorization technology for social recommendation and the comprehensive user similarity is regarded as a regularization term. Lastly, the most desired visiting items of user u i are provided to user u i , moreover, these items are not visited by user u i .
Definition 4 (Social Link Matrix):
Given the social links between users from the on-line social networks, it is easy to construct a social link matrix S |U |×|U | . In S |U |×|U | , if there exists a social link between the two different users u i and u l (u i ∈ U and u l ∈ U ),
Definition 5 (Latent Factor Matrix): User latent factor matrix is denoted as U ∈ R m×K , which illustrates that the individual user check-in preferences are determined by a small number latent factors. Let P ∈ R n×k be the POI latent factor matrix, which denotes that the role of POI is determined by the latent factors. K (m, n) and it is the number of latent preference factors. The basic idea of latent factor matrix shows that user u i and POI p j are denoted by using the low-dimensional latent factor vectors U i ∈ R k and P j ∈ R k .
B. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
In this study, we consider the social recommendation problem as follows: given a user-item rating matrix and user-user relationship matrix, for user u i , we firstly study how to compute the comprehensive social similarity of users by simultaneously considering the deeper membership and friendship between users. Then, regarding this comprehensive social similarity as the regularization parameter and the deeper social relation between users as the regularization item, the DMFA-SR model is proposed based on the matrix factorization. The DMFA-SR model aims to predict the unobserved entries in R and recommends the items for the target user.
IV. PROPOSED DMFA-SR MODEL
Before we introduce the proposed method, in this section, we firstly introduce the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient method, and then import the TH-RW algorithm. Subsequently, we combine the deeper membership similarity and the deeper friendship similarity to produce the DMFA-SR Model.
A. CALCULATING THE DEEPER MEMBERSHIP SIMILARITY
Aiming at the disadvantages existing in the current user similarity computing method, an improved Jaccard Similarity VOLUME 5, 2017 Coefficient is presented in this subsection. In our research, we define the number of the items that are commonly rated by users u i and u l to be I i,l which is described as follows.
where N u i is the item set rated by user u i and N u l denotes the item set rated by user u l , respectively. The traditional Jaccard Similarity Coefficient is only based on the number of the common rated items of users and shown as follows.
As Jaccard Similarity Coefficient only considers the number of the common rated items of users, neglects the absolute rating scores of items. Moreover, different people have different rating preferences, some people like to rate high, even they do not like the item very much; some people tend to rate low, even they like the items very much. The Jaccard Similarity Coefficient does not take account into the detail rating scores and rating preference of users. Hence, we propose a kind of similarity computing method considering the rating scores and rating preference of users, which is denoted as follows.
Eq. (3) represents how to compute the preference similarity between users u i and u l . r i,j and r l,j denote the rating scores of item v j from users u i and u l , respectively.r i is the average item rating score of user u i andr l is the average item score of user u l , respectively. As we can see, through computing the user preference similarity sim(u i , u l ) UPS , different rating preferences of different people are solved out.
To sum up, considering the user preference similarity, the deeper membership between users based on the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient is defined as follows.
Based on the above mentioned derivation process of the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient, the deeper membership between users are computed in the following algorithm.
As we can see, the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient considers the rating bias of different users, it increases the amount of information that measures user similarity and reduces the impact of data sparseness.
B. CALCULATING THE DEEPER FRIENDSHIP SIMILARITY
The deeper friendships between uses include the explicit and implicit link relationships between users, and one of the best commonly used link prediction models is the random walk model [30] . Random Walk model is a kind of link prediction model based on edges. In our research, we adopt a Twohop Random Walk model (TH-RW) to compute the deeper friendship similarity between users. In the link prediction model, random walk is the process of moving from a given node to any of its neighboring nodes. The implicit correlation
Algorithm 1 The Improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient

Input:
The social network graph
The deeper membership similarity between users sim(u i , u l ) DM 1: for user u l ∈ U and u l = u i do 2: Calculate the Jaccard Similarity Coefficient sim(u i , u l ) Jaccard using Eq. (2) 3:
Calculate the User Preference Similarity sim(u i , u l ) UPS using Eq. (3) 4:
Calculate the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient sim(u i , u l ) DM using Eq. (4) 5: end for 6: Return the deeper membership similarity sim(u i , u l ) DM between u i and u l is defined to be the average step number of the random walk from u i to u l :
where score(e) denotes the rating scores of the unknown links e existing between users u i and u l , this value is also regarded as the implicit correlation degree between users u i and u l .
PATHS(i, l)
represents the set of all paths from user u i to user u l . EDGES(p) is the set of all the edges including in the path p, p(e ) is the probability of choosing edge e during the random walk. The value of p(e ) implies that, when the weights of edge e is bigger, the value of p(e ) is also bigger. And when the bigger the sum of weights of the adjacent edges set of the initial node of the edge e , the smaller the value of p(e ). Its equation is formulated as follows:
where w(e ) denotes the weights of edge e , x represents the initial vertex of edge e , x denotes the adjacent edges set of edge x . In the undirected graph consisting of user set, because the scale of user set is very large, the graph is also complex and the computation cost calculating all path set between two nodes is very high. Therefore, we approximately process random walk steps and only consider the paths in which the number of edges is less than or equal to 2 that is our proposed two-hop random walk. The detailed TH-RW algorithm is listed as follows.
C. COMBINED USER SIMILARITY
Through the above steps, the deeper membership similarity sim(u i , u l ) DM and the deeper friendship similarity
Algorithm 2 The Two-hop Random Walk Algorithm
Input:
The deeper friendship similarity sim(u i , u l ) DF between users u i and u j 1: Define U DF to be a user set including all the friends of u i and friends of u i s friends 2: for each user u l ∈ U DF do 3: repeat 4: Calculate the probabilty value p(e ) of choosing edge e during random walk between user u i and u l using Eq. (7) 5:
until Convergence 6: Calculate the deeper friendship similarity sim(u i , u l ) DF between users u i and u l using Eqs. (5) and (6) 
Through Eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain the normalized deeper membership similarity sim(u i , u l ) NDM and the normalized deeper friendship similarity sim(u i , u l ) NDF , and the ranges of their values are both in [0, 1). Therefore, we then linearly combine these two similarities in a unified manner using the following equation to calculate the comprehensive similarity Sim(u i , u l ) between users u i and u j .
Sim(u i
where λ is a tuning parameter. If λ > 0.5, the deeper membership similarity plays a more important role than the deeper friendship similarity. By contrast, if λ < 0.5, the deeper friendship similarity is better able to measure the similarity between users than the deeper membership similarity. Using Eq. (10), we are able to compute the combined similarities of user u i with other users. When λ = 1, the recommendation is solely based on the deeper membership similarity; when λ = 0, the recommendation is solely based on the deeper friendship similarity.
D. PROPOSED DMFA-SR MODEL
In this section, we firstly present the traditional matrix factorization as the basis of our model, then introduce the proposed DMFA-SR model in detail. Finally, the corresponding model parameters are learned by adopting the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method.
1) TRADITIONAL MATRIX FACTORIZATION-BASED RECOMMENDATION
The matrix factorization-based recommendation [8] assumes that the latent factors affect user rating behaviors, a lowrank matrix factorization is executed on the user-item rating matrix. Let U i ∈ R m×k be the user preference matrix of user u i and V j ∈ R n×k be the item feature matrix of item v j , in which K is the number of latent factors and is stipulated that K (m, n). Main idea of the traditional matrix factorizationbased recommendation is shown as the following Eq. (11).
where I ij ∈ (0, 1) is an indicator function and its value is given as follows.
In Eq. (11), in order to avoid the problem of over-fitting, the term α(||U || 2 F + ||V || 2 F ) is incorporated and controlled by the parameter α. U i V T j denotes the rating behavior of user u i to item v j . Based on this model, next we will introduce the proposed DMFA-SR model to capture the influence of the deeper membership and friendship on the social recommendation.
2) DEEPER MEMBERSHIP AND FRIENDSHIP AWARENESS FOR SOCIAL RECOMMENDATION
Based on the above mentioned matrix factorization technology, we introduce our proposed model DMFA-SA. We redefine the objective function by embedding the dual social influence from the deeper membership and friendship between users, which is denoted as follows.
where V j represents the item set rated by user U i , any user u l who belongs to S DF ∪ S MF is discovered by combing the two kind of social relations that are the deeper membership and deeper friendship. sim(u i , u l ) indicates the comprehensive social relation similarity computed by Eq. (10). Here, parameter β aims to balance the mutual effect of the dual social influence embedded model (the second term) and the collaborative filtering model used by many recommender systems (the first term) while α prevents the problem of over-fitting. We integrate the implicit social influence information model as a regularization term to constrain the matrix factorization and achieve more accurate prediction in R. As u l is a fixed node set to the target nodes in the network, a local minimum of the objective function given by Eq. (13) can be calculated by performing the SGD method with respect to the feature vector U i and V j . We leverage the SGD method to optimize the objective function. The SGD method randomly scans all training data and updates parameters along the gradient descent direction of the objective function for each user-item entry. Each update is executed by the following formulation:
where ξ is the learning rate, represents all the involved model parameters, and ∂F corresponds to the objective function shown in Eq. (13) .
To get the gradients of Eq. (13) w.r.t to U , S and V , a local minimum of the objective function can be calculated by performing the SGD method. We introduce the gradient computing and their corresponding updates on these three parameters U , V and S, respectively.
The gradient of ∂F(U , V , S) with respect to U is calculated as follows.
therefore, U is updated as,
The gradient of ∂F(U , V , S) with respect to V is given as follows:
and V is updated as,
The gradient of ∂F(U , V , S) with respect to S is formulated as follows:
hence, S is updated as,
In a word, after the gradients ∂F ∂U , ∂F ∂V and ∂F ∂S are calculated out, we update the parameters by using Eq. (14) uniformly. The complete learning algorithm of the proposed DMFA-SR model is presented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 The Proposed DMFA-SR Model
Input:
Original user-item rating matrix R ∈ R n×m , the dimension K of latent factor, parameters α and β, learning rate ξ , the observed rating behavior R u,v that user u rated item v, the target user u i Output:
A Update U using Eq. (16) 10:
Calculate ∂F ∂V using Eq. (17) 11:
Update V using Eq. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed DMFA-SR model. We first list the adopted two real-word datasets, introduce the evaluation metrics and all the baseline methods, stipulate the parameter setting. Then, in order to verify whether the proposed model can improve the item recommendation performance by incorporating the deeper membership and friendship, we compare the proposed DMFA-SR model with the state-ofthe-art baselines.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS
In our research, we evaluate our methods on two real world datasets from Epinions 1 and Foursquare, 2 respectively. Epinions dataset contains a trust social network and Foursquare dataset includes a social friend network. Epinions is a wellknown general consumer review site that was established in 1999. At Epinions, to post a review, members need to first rate the product or service on a rating scale from 1 star to 5 stars. Every member of Epinions maintains a trust list which presents a network of trust relationships between users. The Epinions dataset is collected from the web site of Epinions from July 1999 to May 2011 by Tang et al [31] . The Foursquare dataset was collected from Foursquare by Gao et al. [32] . Foursquare is one of the most popular online LBSNs. The collected Foursquare check-in data is from January 2011 to July 2011. The statistics of the two datasets are shown in Table 2 .
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In our experiments, for Epinions dataset and Foursquare dataset, we randomly split the training set and the test set into the following two procedures [33] , [34] . First, the 60% of each dataset are used to be the training set and the remaining 40% are the test set. Second, the 80% of each dataset are regarded as the training set and the remaining 20% are the test set. The training set is used to learn the recommendation model, and then we utilize the learned model to predict the test data. In addition, parameter settings are also very important for performing the experiments. As our proposed DMFA-SR model pays more attention to the influence of the deeper membership and friendship on social recommendation compared to other social recommendation methods, hence, we mainly analyze the social regularization parameter λ in Eq. (10) and the social regularization parameter β in Eq. (13) on social recommendation, which are experimentally verified under the premise of knowing other parameters. In our research, the dimension of latent factor K is set to 50, the parameter α is set to 0.001 and the leaning rate ξ is set to 0.01, respectively. In the following subsection V-E, we introduce how to select the optimal values of λ and β. In addition, the same parameters are used in all baseline methods for fair comparison with our proposed DMFA-SR model.
C. EVALUATION METRICS
In our research problem, the central task is to recommend a list of items for the target user according to the proposed DMFA-SR model. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of social recommendation in a real scenario, we adopt the following four evaluation metrics to measure the performance of the proposed DMFA-SR model, namely, precision rate P@N , recall rate R@N , mean average precision MAP and NDCG@N . P@N and R@N are used to evaluate top-K recommendation performance, MAP and NDCG@N are utilized to rank the recommended items. Formally, their definitions are listed as follows:
where, in P@N and R@N , test is the test set, N denotes the number of items recommended to the user. MAP denotes the mean value of the average precision of social recommendation for every user in test set. MAP reflects the comprehensive rating performance of social recommendation. In MAP, |U | is the number of user_ids,M i is the number of the returned items in the list of user u i , p(j) is the precision of a cut-off rank list from 1 to j, and rel(j) is an indicator function that equals to 1 if the item is in the test, otherwise it is 0. In NDCG@N , N is also the maximum number of entities that can be recommended, r j is 1 if the item at position j is a recommended item or 0 otherwise. Z N is chosen for the purpose of normalization so that a perfect ranking obtains the value of NDCG to be 1.
D. BASELINE METHODS
In this subsection, we compare the proposed social recommendation model DMFA-SR with four recommendation models. These four baseline methods are introduced as below. 1) Basic matrix factorization model (BasicMF) [35] : The basic matrix factorization mode only takes account into the user preference for POI recommendation without focusing on other additional information such as social, temporal and geographical factors. About the detailed description of BasicMF, please refer to the introduction of the traditional matrix factorization-based recommendation in the subsection IV-D.1.
2) Global and local influence-based social recommendation (GLSIR) [6] : The GLSIR model mainly proposes that social influence plays a very great role in social recommendation, and introduces a new global and local influence-based social recommendation model, which formulates the global and local influence as a regularization term and incorporates them into a matrix factorization-based recommendation model.
3) Matrix factorization-based social recommendation only incorporating the deeper membership as the regularization term (DM-SR): The DM-SR model is originated from our paper, when performing social recommendation, on the basis of matrix factorization, the social relation regularization term only takes into account the deeper membership FIGURE 2. Effect of parameters λ and β on P@10, R@10 for Epinions dataset. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) are the effects on 60% training set, Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d) are the effects on 80% training set.
FIGURE 3.
Effect of parameters λ and β on P@10 and R@10 for Foursquare dataset. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) are the effects on 60% training set, Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) are the effects on 80% training set.
between users based on the improved Jaccard Similarity Coefficient.
4) Matrix factorization-based social recommendation only incorporating the deeper friendship as a regularization term (DF-SR):
The DF-SR model is still originated from our paper, when performing social recommendation, on the basis of matrix factorization, the social relation regularization term only takes into account the deeper friendship between users based on the TH-RW algorithm.
E. EFFECT OF PARAMETERS λ AND β
In this subsection, we analyze how the changes of the tuning parameter λ and the social regularization parameter β affect the final recommendation accuracy when other parameters are fixed. The value of λ is from 0 to 1 with the interval value of 0.1, and the value of β is in the range of {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1}. We analyze the impact of λ and β on P@10 and R@10 under 60% training data and 80% training data, respectively. The influences of different λ and β on Epinions dataset and Foursquare dataset are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively.
As Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show, the parameters λ and β play very important roles because λ determines the proportion of the deeper membership similarity and the deeper friendship similarity between users, β controls the importance of the social regularization term. From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , it can be observed that, with the increase in λ and β, the values of P@10 and R@10 increase at first and then gradually decrease. In Fig. 2 , when λ = 0.6 and β = 0.01, P@10 and R@10 have the optimal values in the Epinions dataset. Comparably, in Fig. 3 , when λ = 0.4 and β = 0.01, P@10 and R@10 approach their best performance in the Foursquare dataset. Therefore, in our experiments, we set λ = 0.6 and 
F. RANKING PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
As our proposed DMFA-SR model firstly predicts out the rating scores user u i to the unrated items, then ranks the values of the predicted rating scores of items in a decreasing order. Hence, we test the ranking performance of DMFA-SR using the evaluation metrics MAP and NDCG, and compare the DMFA-SR model with other baseline models. Experimental comparison results are reported in Table 3 on Epinions dataset  and Table 4 on Foursquare dataset, in which, the best results are highlighted in boldface.
From Table 3 and Table 4 , we can observe that the DMFA-SR model is superior to other baseline methods in terms of MAP and NDCG with two different data training proportion, 60% and 80%, respectively. More specifically, the Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) are the comparative results on 60% training set, Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) are the comparative results on 80% training set. proposed DMFA-SR model is normally more accurate than baseline methods. In order to further investigate the superiority embedding the deeper membership and friendship, we also compare the proposed DMFA-SR model with the single deeper membership-based social recommendation (DM-SR) and the single deeper friendship-based social recommendation (DF-SR), experimental results show that the DMFA-SR model outperforms both the DM-SR model and the DF-SR model. Moreover, on Epinions dataset, DM-SR outperforms DF-SR on MAP and NDCG, which means that the deeper membership plays a more important role than the deeper friendship. However, on Foursquare dataset, DF-SR outperforms DM-SR on MAP and NDCG, which implies that the deeper friendship plays a more important role than the deeper membership. The different comparison results of DF-SR and DM-SR on MAP and NDCG are very consistent with the data distribution in Table 2 , in which, the density of social link at Epinions dataset is less than that of the Foursquare dataset.
G. TOP-K RECOMMENDATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this subsection, the evaluation metrics P@N and R@N are used to measure top-K recommendation performance of the model. We compare DMFA-SR to the above baselines on the Epinions and Foursquare datasets, firstly studying how the P@N and R@N vary depending on the size of the recommendation lists, i.e., the top-N. The values of N are set to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30, respectively. The top-K performance of our proposed model versus baselines is plotted in Fig. 4 on Epinions dataset and Fig. 5 on Foursquare dataset.
It can be observed that the larger the value of N , the higher R@N and the lower P@N for all models. This is because larger recommendation lists increase the chance that a recommended item is hit by the target user. As the Epinions and Foursquare datasets have low density, it results in relatively low P@N and R@N . Since the experiment settings are fair for all approaches, we focus on the relative improvements that the models demonstrate, instead of the absolute values of every evaluation metric. Fig. 4 shows the P@N and R@N for the Epinions dataset at varied recommendation list sizes N . When N = 5, the DMFA-SR model has a higher P@N and R@N than all the baseline methods. GLSIR ranks the second, followed by DM-SR, DF-SR and BasicMF, respectively. This finding suggests that incorporating the deeper membership and friendship in social recommendation is effective. The GLSIR does outperform the proposed DM-SR method and the DF-SR method, but does not perform as well as our proposed DMFA-SR model. A possible reason is that the GLSIR method only considers the explicit global and local social influence between users and neglects the dual deeper social influence. The DF-SR method outperforms BasicMF due to the benefits of importing the deeper friendship. Besides N = 5, the variation trends of P@N and R@N on all others values of N are the same and hence, they are not described in detail. Fig. 5 reports the performance of the algorithms on the Foursquare dataset. The general trends are similar to those presented in Fig. 4 , our proposed DMFA-SR model consistently outperforms all other baseline methods. However, different from Fig. 4 , DF-SR is better than DM-SR.
From the comparative results, we also observe that our methods consistently outperform other approaches in all the settings of both datasets. The values of P@N and R@N generated by all the methods on Foursquare dataset are much higher than those on Epinions dataset, it is because that the Epinions dataset is sparser than the Foursquare dataset.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a social recommendation method using matrix factorization based on the deeper membership and friendship between users. It can be observed from the comparative experimental results, the proposed DMFA-SR model outperforms other four baseline methods over two real world datasets. This is due to the fact that the proposed DMFA-SR model is a unified algorithm, and it simultaneously takes into account the deeper membership and friendship between users.
There are several interesting directions to be continuously explored. First, when determining parameters λ and β, some parameters, such as learning rate ξ , the dimension of latent factor K and α are fixed in advance. In fact, ξ , K and α should also be verified to make the recommendation results more accurate. Hence, we will select the optima values of ξ , K and α. Second, the deeper membership and friendship between users vary over time and hence, we plan to exploit the time influence factor in the proposed DMFA-SR model. Third, the reviews and tags left by users contribute greatly to deeply mine the relationships between users. It would be promising to analyze the reviews and tags left by users in social recommendation.
